WE WORK FOR YOU

METAL BUILDING INSULATION

WHY IDI
Expect exceptional service and support from a dedicated team of experts. IDI offers technical expertise to provide quotes based off your architectural or steel drawings. We have an experienced sales team with knowledge of Energy Codes, standards and practices.

IDI is an American business and has been family owned and operated for over 35 years.

DELIVERIES YOU CAN COUNT ON
IDI delivers on our own trucks and contracts specialized freight carriers with expertise in job site deliveries.

METAL BUILDING INSULATION
FABRICATED TO SPECIFICATIONS
• NAIMA 202-96 Faced blanket insulation custom fabricated with a variety of vapor retarders cut to fit your building dimensions eliminating waste and saving installation time.
• Faced R-10 (3") x 6’ x 103’ Stock Rolls readily available. Additional standard and non-standard R values available in compliance with local building codes.
• Unfaced blanket insulation in standard widths and lengths.

REFLECTIVE INSULATION
THE NEXT GENERATION OF REFLECTIVE INSULATION
• Sol-R-Eclipse commercial reflective insulation

MULTI LAYER SYSTEMS
TO MEET YOUR APPLICATIONS
• Simple Saver Liner System
• Energy Craft Liner System
• AutoCeil System
• Continuous Insulation
• Long Tab Banded Systems

ACCESSORY ITEMS
• 3/4” white or black banding with matching screws
• Double faced tape and patch tapes
• Staplers, staples, poly, gloves, respirators, netting, fabric, and more products for commercial insulation.

CONTACT YOUR IDI REP for Service and Support
800.678.6868
IDI-INSULATION.COM